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The Best Annual Reports in 2004 

 

Compatil in the Top 10 

 
Bad Homburg, September 8th, 2004. For the tenth time, the German 

"manager magazin" has awarded prizes to the best annual reports by stock 

exchange-listed German and European corporations. The topic of type 

played a key role in the visualizing of body copy, graphics and balance 

sheets. In the "Design" category, most of the winners had implemented the 

Compatil type system from Linotype Library. 

 
The tenth annual "manager magazin" contest analyzed and evaluated 

annual reports from around 200 stock exchange-listed German and 

European companies. The judging categories were "Content", "Report 

Efficiency", "Design", "Language" and "Financial Communication". In a 

multi-stage procedure, reports were scrutinized by scientific assessment 

teams and a panel of experts, with points given in individual categories and 

weighted according to team before flowing into the overall verdict. The 

Visual Assessment team was led by Professor Gisela Grosse, Münster 

Technical College, Corporate Communication Institute (CCI). 

 

Due to their bulk, annual reports place high demands on the legibility and 

functionality of design and typography. In the "Design" category, the clear 

winner was building materials giant Dyckerhoff AG, a S-DAX company. 

"This is the third time the Compatil type system has been used for a 

Dyckerhoff AG annual report. Compatil Letter with its general stability and 

robust serifs is well suited for a company that makes building materials. 

From a design point of view, recommending this type system was obvious. 

It’s extremely easy to handle, especially for the specific requirements of 

financial communication. The four tonalities and good extensions in the 

expert sector enable you to convey both facts and emotional content well. 

When it comes to figures, Compatil is unbeatable and provides unrivaled 

clarity and structure." (Quote: Valentin Heisters, Heisters & Partner, Office 

for Communication Design, Mainz.) 
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Third place in the "Design" category went to the DAX 30-listed Volkswagen 

AG. "In annual reports, 95% of financial communication is conveyed via 

type. Almost all legibility criteria are involved: legibility of body copy 

(company status quo), small lexicographic infobites (glossary), tables full of 

figures, and precise orientation in navigation systems...[so] type systems 

which offer good body copy legibility and clear orientation are a must. 

Compatil is one of the few type systems which can meet all these reading 

criteria. For the current Volkswagen annual report, Compatil provided ideal 

solutions for all the typographic challenges we faced." (Quote: Clemens 

Hilger, Hilger & Boie GmbH Design Office, Wiesbaden.) 

 

Sixth place in the "Design" category, and runner-up in the Index S-DAX 

segment, was the technology group Gildemeister AG; tenth place went to 

the market research company GfK. Once again, both companies used the 

Compatil type system from Linotype Library. 

 

The results of the "manager magazin contest" reconfirm the technical and 

aesthetic advantages of the Compatil type system. Its different font types 

with similar proportions serve to create a unique typographic network 

which can be mixed and matched in a variety of ways. The results also 

demonstrate how successfully CorporateType from Linotype Library can be 

implemented in the industry. For more information on the Compatil type 

system or the CorporateType service, please contact Linotype. 

 

For more information and detailed analyses on the "manager magazin" 

contest "Best Annual Reports in 2004", please visit http://www.manager-

magazin.de/unternehmen/geschaeftsbericht. 

 

Downloads of the category-winning annual reports are available in PDF 

format from the following links: http://www.dyckerhoff.de, 

http://www.volkswagen.de, http://www.gildemeister.com/de, 

http://www.gfk.de 
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Linotype Library GmbH, based in Bad Homburg, Germany, was founded more than 

115 years ago and is now a member of the Heidelberg Group. Building on its strong 

heritage, Linotype Library develops state-of-the-art font technology and offers more 

than 6,000 original fonts, covering the whole typographic spectrum from antique to 

modern, from east to west, and from classical to experimental. All typefaces (in 

PostScript™ and TrueType™ format as well as more than 1,400 fonts in OpenTypeTM) 

are now also available for instant download at www.linotype.com. In addition to 

supplying digital fonts, Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual 

consultation and support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate) 

communication. 

 

 
If you would like further information, please contact: 

 
Linotype Library GmbH 
Du-Pont-Straße 1 
D-61352 Bad Homburg 
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 24 60 
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 – 5 24 60 
E-Mail: info@linotype.com 

 

Please find more typeface application samples on the Internet at www.linotype.com. 

 
 

 
 


